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Retraining needed
hang in there," Dr. Leonard Jeffries of the
Black Studies Department said as his answer
to what a White can do to help the Black
movement.
Non-involvement isn’t the same as "reverse racism, which sometimes is an excuse
for not doing what they can do," he said.
The only discussion leader to speak at
both Building t and the College Union’s Almaden Room was Dr. Robert Spaulding, executive director of the federally funded Head
Start program.
He believes the program to be extremely
effective, but warned of the adverse effect
that one year of benevolent treatment and
good education in Head Start will have on a
child once he gets under "the destructiveness
of the public school system."
Ms. Sue Floethe and Ms. Joan Martini
worked with Dr. Spaulding and the others who
led the no -host discussions in Building Z.
Transportation and housing are the important factors in systematically planning
a city, according to Dr. Donald Rothblatt, who
spoke about urban and regional planning.

"City planning needs a shift toward social
concepts," he said.
Justice Administra4on Bureau Director,
Dr. Jack Kukyendall, discussed inovations
within his field. One recent program contained a reversal of roles in which trainee
policemen were put through processing as
criminals.
Creative endeavors are a large part of the
12 -unit core of cybernetics classes, according
to Dr. Norman Gunderson, cybernetic systems programs director.
Vance Kennedy from the Center for Organization and Manpower Development spoke of
ideas for developing personnel effectiveness
by relating men to their jobs.
"He is really into the Chicano movement,"
Ms. Floethe said about Dr. Joseph Villa, who
discussed the Mexican -American situation.
Most of the speakers explored new ideas
for interdisciplinary approaches to today’s
problems.
"There is a possibility that research and
project development actually can regenerate
itself," Dr. John A. Nesbitt, IIS director, said.

Spending more, enjoying it less?
Convenience food rip-off blamed
BY DAN RUSSO
Staff Writer
Spending more for food these days but enjoying it less? If your
answer is "yes," then perhaps you are caught in the convenience
food rip-off.
Convenience foods can be the consumer’s biggest enemy when
it comes to prudent shopping.
The proliferation of frozen, ready -to -eat and canned foods in
every conceivable size and shape makes purchasing food economically a more trying task than figuring one’s income tax.
Down in the market’s freezer compartment are some of the
worst buys.
An eight ounce Bonnie Hubbard chicken pot pie sells for 20
cents, while the eight ounce Swanson brand sells for 28 cents.
Yet the Swanson brand contains more fillers (chicken broth,
wheat flour, and lard) than the Bonnie Hubbard.
In any eight mince brand of pot pit do not expect more than
one and one-fourth ounces of meat or less than two and one-half
ounces of sauce.
Right next to the eight ounce Swanson pie is the Swanson sixteen ounce "deep-dish" chicken pie. Although it contains twice
as much of the same ingredients (in the same proportions) as the
eight ounce brand, it sells for more than twice as much (67 cents).
As the names get fancier, the prices go higher. The Stouffer’s
company drops the pot pie name altogether and labels what amounts
to a pot pie as "turkey tetrazzini." With a name like that, how
could they dare charge less than 92 cents for 12 ounces of the
stuff?
With the pot pies, as well as the "TV dinners," (another indigestable experience) beware of the picture on the box. It usually
bears no resemblance whatsoever to the contents of the box.
I found one "TV dinner," which displayed four (count’em, four)
slices of turkey on the box, to actually contain one slice of turkey
and bits of what appeared to be turkey debris.
Over in frozen pizza -land, a 19-ounce"Arrivederci" pepperoni
and cheese pizza cost 93 cents. Figuring eight ounces as a fairly
decent serving of pizza, you get less then two and one-half
servings per pizza.
The Jeno company decided that since their "Break ’n Bake"
cheese pizza (no meat, mind you) is broken in half and sliced, they
could give you six ounces less than the Arrivederci people and
still charge 92 cents.
Now if you really want to get taken, but the Jeno’s frozen seven
and one-half ounce "pepperoni snack tray" and pay 89 cents for
less than one serving of pizza.
To save all the fuss and bother of breaking an egg, you can buy
"Fresh ’n Ready" frozen cheese omelet at 12 ounces for 76 cents.
For the price of the three four ounce omelets they give you, one
could but more than one and one-half dozen large eggs.
Grabbing just any package of frozen vegetables can also be
costly.
My survey of 10 -ounce boxes of frozen peas found you can pay
from 13 to 25 cents for peas with the same nutritional value. Put
the peas in a boilable pouch with butter sauce and the 10 -ounce
package cost 44 cents.
Your best bet is the vegetables in the large pour bags. They
usually cost less per ounce and you can pour out just the amount
you need.
A popular myth perpetrated the the freezer salesmen and frozen
food industry is that frozen foods provide better nutrition even
than fresh foods prepared at home, let alone canned foods.
Actually the nutritional value in frozen fruits and vegetables
is about the same as fresh and a little higher than canned, accord-

The special initiative election concerning
the Associated Students funding of instructionally related programs was passed yesterday. The vote was 801 to ’19 .
Louis Barozzi, a student council adviser,
termed the election as "probably worthless."
Students voted on whether or not the
question of A.S. funding of instructionally
related programs "be placed on the ballot
of a special election." However, Barozzi
said, "wanting one doesn’t necessarily give
them one.
"As far as the Election Board is concerned, its job was over when the ballots were
counted. Student council could tell them to
have an election or someone could be to the
Judiciary and if they said there should be one
then there would be an election," he explained.
Barozzi predicts the question of a special

election will go before the Judiciary. "I kind
of doubt there’s sympathy on council for an
election," he commented.
Steve Burch, one of the sponsors of the
measure, said "The Election Board was
supposed to see the intent of the petition was
put on the ballot. The intent was for it to be
binding."
Barozzi said the measure was placed on
the ballot the way it was because "the Election Board determined it didn’t meet the
criteria for what an initiative is supposed to
be, a law which people want placed on a ballot.., the petitions were a desire for an election."
"I think the initiative is binding," said
Burch, "and it’s up to someone to bring it
before the Judiciary."

Board eliminates
language degrees

Grassroot teaching stressed

BY LA QUITA BALDOCK
Staff Writer
Interdisciplinary representatives led concurrent rap sessions in Building Z and the
College Union all day Wednesday in an Open
House program for students and faculty.
Ms. Peggy Riechers, graduate research
assistant, arranged speakers for the Institute
for interdisplinary Studies (IS) sponsored
program.
The opening discussion in the College
Union was started by Hector Cordova, associate professor of Mexican -American studies. He talked of problems in teacher training, stressing the necessity of getting teachers
back to the grassroot communities.
Dr. Frank Winston, director, encouraged
SJS students and faculty to take advantage of
the equipment available for their use through
the NASA-AMES University Consortium.
Alternatives to education featuring an
"humanistic element" such as the free school
were suggested by Dr. Sidney Tiedt of SJS
elementary education.
"The concerned white person just has to

Initiative backed,
but turnout is slim

ing to government tests.
As one example, 100 grams (three and one-half ounces) of
frozen green beans, after cooking and draining, provide five milligrams of vitamin C, compared with 12 for fresh beans and four
for canned.
The only catch here is frozen foods that have thawed and been
refrozen lose nutritional value and sometimes lose taste. Anywhere along the line after a product is first frozen it can accidently thaw and get refrozen.
As I checked prices of frozen vegetables at one market, a clerk
was unloading about 15 boxes of frozen vegetables into the store’s
frozen food compartment, He was called away from his work, and
as I left the store 20 minutes later, the boxes of vegetables were
still on the floor thawing away.
One would think that by purchasing only fresh fruits and vegetables he could avoid being taken at the checkstand. Not quite.
Produce with a prettier or more perfect appearance commands
a higher price, according to the U.S. Agriculture Department’s
Consumer and Marketing service.
Redder apples, oranger oranges and rounder onions all get a
higher price. Sometimes larger fruits and vegetables cost more.
I checked my local supermarket and you could get seven pounds
of small red apples for 99 cents or three pounds of "Red Rome
Beauties" for the same price.
All in all, I would advise shopping defensively. Spend time
cooking food rather than buying "convenience" substitutes.
It will be easier on your pocket book and probably easier on
your stomach.

BY DAVID .1. ZAPATA
Staff Writer
A state-wide performance review of classes by the California state college Board of
Trustees will eliminate some foreign language degrees at SJS.
In explaining the performance review
board, Dr. Joachim Stenzel, Foreign La guage Department chairman, said, "Any program which does not produce a minimum of
10 masters degrees or 20 bachelor’s degrees
in a two-year period will be considered potentially a candidate for a phase -out."
Last fall there were 22 students in Basic
Russian. The enrollment dropped to 16 in
Intermediate Russian and 10 students in Advanced Russian.
The Russian B.A. and German M.A. are
in the process of a phase -out to be completed
in three to five semesters. This will give students still in the program time to complete
required courses and receive their degree.
No new candidates will be allowed to enroll in a masters program in German or a
baccalaureate in Russian. However, not all
classes in these languages will be cancelled
and students seeking minors in Russian and
German may enroll in the lower division
courses still offered.
"Elimination of the programs will not
necessarily mean the termination of a
teacher’s job," stated Richard E. Whitlock,
dean of undergraduate studies. "Many are
bilingual and able to switch jobs and teach
another language.
"We are in a situation where the dollar is
tight," said Whitlock. According to the Cominitee on Educational Policy, a stringent review of all existing programs is essential
in "determining what is needed both to main-

tain and improve quality, and whether or not
the program has sufficient priority to warrent
its continuance."
The performance review process is carried out in three steps:
Each program which produced fewer than
10 B.A.s and five master’s degrees is to be
reviewed and a statement sent to the Office of
the Chancellor explaining why the program
should not be phased out.
Each college is to establish a formal
performance review procedure to assess,
periodically, the quantity and quality of each
undergraduate and graduate program. The
Chancellor’s office is to be informed of the
total content of the program’s offerings.
The programs will be correlated with
the annual revision of the Academic Master
Plan, the results of which are to be reported
to the Board of Trustees.

A.S. council
meets today
Appointment approvals, constitutional revisions and budget allocations will be the main
topics of today’s special A.S. Council meeting
at noon in the C.U. Council Chambers.
Wednesday’s regular meeting was cancelled when council failed to reach a quorum.
A roll call showed that only nine council men were present at the meeting. Eleven are
required for a quorum.

ROTC head defends
Air Force program
BY RICK MALASPINA
Staff Writer
During the past couple of years, a lot of
people have been taking potshots at Reserve
Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) programs.
Lt. Col. Albert Tarvin thinks it’s about time
to shoot back.
With an arsenal of straight talk and clear
facts, Lt. Col. Tarvin, head of SJS Air Force
ROTC, discussed in a recent interview the
value and purpose of campus ROTC programs.
His office --clean, bright, orderly --set the
stage for the 43 -year -old aerospace professor’s remarks.
His manner was as cool and precise as the
rain that dotted his office window that day in
McQuarrie Hall’s boxy maze of concrete, steel
and glass.
"The longer I am associated with the Air
Force ROTC program the deeper I feel about
it," said Lt. Col. Tarvin, at SJS since February, 1970. "I think it is probably one of
the best opportunities for a young man to
grow into manhood."
But today -- especially on college campuses --the military brand of manhood isn’t
exactly respected:
In 1970, when the United States intervention into Cambodia sent shock waves through
college campuses, ROTC programs felt the
whip of dissent.
At SJS, students passed a referendum calling for an end to on campus war -related
recruiting.
Four hundred demonstrators
stormed the College Union and bolted against
city and campus police.
Remarks Lt. Col. Tarvin. "If you really
look into the reason behind referendums or
why they are brought up, I don’t see that they
are really aiming at ROTC off campus as much
as they are just aiming at the establishment
or military. There is some big something they
are shooting at."
And sometimes that "big something" is too
big and too misunderstood.
"People don’t differentiate," complains Lt .
Tarvin.
One problem, he points out, is that critics
Lick Air Force and Army ROTC on the same
target.
Zeroing in on the real purpose of Air
Force ROTC, Lt. Col. Tarvin stressed the

practicality of the program.
"We don’t train our people with weapons.
We don’t train them in tactics of air operations. We don’t train them in the movement
of war supplies. Our people are exposed to
the history and background of the Air Force
and how it functions, th space program and
professional projects."
Despite the circulating remarks about the
military a sure-fire job for unemployed college graduates, Lt. Col. Tarvin doesn’t laugh
at the jokes.
"A senior getting out of college, unless he
has already committed himself to a business
and actually has been serving at an apprenticeship basis for his senior year, is looking
for a job and doesn’t know how he is going to
fit in. He has no insurance in many cases of
getting a good job so that he can further the
reason he went to school."
According to Lt. Col. Tarvin. the Air Force
offers young men the opportunity of going into
any type of work they desire regardless of
the employment situation.
To help them acheive their goal, Congress
has recently raised the ROTC cadet monthly
pay rate from $5010 $100.
The increase, says Lt. Col. Tarvin, will
enable students to pay fees and buy book,
without having to work.
They can concentrate, he adds, on elev.i
ting their grades. To Lt. Col. Tarvin. ROT(
is an opportunity. It is an opportunity, how ever, that is often misunderstood and that
should not be barred from college campuses
"We represent an opportunity to the stu
dent," says Lt. Col. Tarvin. "If he wants to
take it, fine: if he doesn’t, fine. Its his
choice."
And it is the choice of demonstrators to
demonstrate. Comments Lt. Col. Tarvin.
"It is their right to demonstrate as long as
they don’t assault the person or cause
mishap.
"I think the movements on campus, tiu
gatherings, are a healthy outlet."
For Lt. Col. Tarvin, that kind of thinking
is the byproduct of working with students
It’s rewarding
"I’ve learned a lot.
"Our students, I think, have a feeling vet
much the same as 1 have -that you have to 1,,
proud of what viii re."
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Potpourri

EDITOR I%

The (gasp!) bare flesh in Berkeley
by Jim Murphy

Wheelchair exclusion
The Spartan Daily has nothing
but praise for the Disabled Students Union and their valiant attempts to bring about a revision
of their world.
It must take a rare brand of
courage to live in a wheelchair.
A brief glimpse into such a world
at SJS was provided Tuesday when
college administrators toured the
campus in wheelchairs.
Suddenly exposed is a life of
doors that shut too fast, elevator
buttons that are too high and
many, many steep stairs.
Such a life is personified in a
statement by Richard Corsini, a
spokesman for disabled students:
"I don’t know if any of you have
ever been lifted upstairs in a
wheelchair by people you don’t
even know. It’s scary".
The disabled students individand collectively have
ually
patiently struggled to bring about
relief from a world that neglected
to include them in its plans.
Standing alongside the list of

inadequacies is a long list of
violated building statutes and outright lack of concern for these
people.
Last Tuesday’s tour featuring
college administrators puffing
through buildings and up and down
ramps, presented a clear look at
a world that must be revised now.
Corsini termed the tour a
success, stating that administration concern and attention could
very well snowball.
That is not enough.
Such inadequacies to say any
group are profoundly unfair. We
urge immediate revision of new
buildings, old buildings, curbsides, parking facilities, and rest
rooms.
We urge the college administration to apply proper pressure to
state officials to bring about such
revisions.
Failure to do so qualifies as
discrimination of the cruelest
type.

Turn to page two of the Spartan
Daily on any day of the week and
along with the letters to the editor,
staff comments and the Conrad
cartoon, you’ll find a column.
Columns are the staple of page
two, and for good reason. Beside
presenting opinions on various
subjects, they allow the editorial
page editor the opportunity to put
together a well-balanced page.
Which is the long way of explaining my writing of today’s
Potpourri. I made the fatal mistake of being near her desk with
the aura of I -don’t -have -anything -to-do about me.
Sensing this, she pounced.
"Say, Jim, why don’t you do a
I’d really
Potpourri for me?
appreciate it."
I started to reply, but she

Back on Dec. 10 of last year
(for those of you with short memories) I did a column about students at Wayne State University
in Michigan who made money by
posing nude for amateur photographers at a photo studio in
Detroit called the Blue Orchid.
The Blue Orchid’s owner, Don
Morgan, had the best line in the
whole story when he said, explaining why people came to his
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cut me off with, "Now remember,
you promised that you’d write
some columns this semester."
At that point, several courses
of action occurred to me (one of
which was jumping out the window).
In the end, though, I decided to
sit myself down in front of the
old typewriter and produce.

mANYoumioto."

studio, -They just like to discuss
their problems with an intelligent
nude woman."
If, at that time, you felt the
need to discuss YOUR problems
with an intelligent nude woman,
and didn’t feel like going all the
way to Detroit, you can rest easy.
A similar operation is now going
in Berkeley.
Located on 1305 University
Ave., the Artist’s and Model’s
Studio has approximately 20
models, most of them college
students working part-time.
Like Detroit’s Blue Orchid,
the girls in Berkeley are just
as willing to pose for Polaroids
as they are to talk. In fact, the
rates are posted in the studio’s
lobby:
$10 for 15 minutes, $15
for 30 minutes and $25 for one
hour. The girls get 40 per cent
of these fees.
The ads for the studio are interesting,
primarily in their
appeal. The Berkeley Barb comes
on with, "I want to meet cool,
mature males who dig the NAKED
truth --call Diane 841-4805."
By way of contrast, the Daily
Californian:
"Attractive girls.
Study whi le you work. Nude model ing.
No porno or sex poses.
$50 to $100 per day possible.
Full or part-time."
Now for the clincher.
Bill
Campbell, 29, manager of the
Artist’s and Model’s Studio, says
there is nothing "irregular" about
what the studio does, says that
the girls are there topose for men
who want to take pictures of them
and "If the customer doesn’t have
a camera well rent him a
Polaroid."
Maybe Bill should start a pen pal relationship with Don.

Staff Comment

Bike rip-off
by Lora Finnegan
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Letter to the Editor

More on Foreign students
Editor:
I would like to correct some
of the misconceptions about foreign students presented in Gerald
Crilly’s letter of Feb. 16. Having
known many foreign students both
through personal associations and
through the few classes I’m taught
in English as a second language,
I feel reasonably well qualified
to answer some of his charges.
Mr. Crilly’s assumption that
all foreign students come from
wealthy families is false. To be
sure, some are from upper class
families, but the majority have
middle class backgrounds, and
very few wear "fine rags that cost
more than most American students have in the bank." It must
also be remembered that most
come from Far and Middle Eastern countries where the $1500
per annum that the state colleges
are asking in tuition would adequately support an entire family
for the same time perild.
Their reasons for coming to
the U.S. for their education are
First, there is little
simple.
room in their home universities
for even the highly qualified;
second, many of their home universities lack the proper laboratories and facilities for training in the sciences; and third,
a college degree being as important in many foreign countries as
it is here, many foreign students view the United States as
genuinely the land of opportunity.
Mr. Crilly mentions the callous indifference of foreign stu-
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dents to the poverty and oppression
in their native lands. True, there
are many who merit this criticism,
just as there are many Americans
who respond with apathy to the
problems in this country. And,
when one considers that in many
countries even mild criticism of
the government may result in the
loss of the criticis liberty or life,
the lack of revolutionary fervor in
some foreign students is understandable.
But the most serious error
in Mr. Crilly’s argument is his
apparent assumption that increased tuition will discourage
the type of foreign student he
despises; of course, it will not.
The rich will be able to meet
the higher costs --or will transfer
to private universities --while the
poor and the middle income foreign student will be effectively
ween, the so-called liberals in the
can, and possibly any, college
education.
One further consideration -one whose validity might be questioned by Mr. Crilly--is the loss
of what international atmosphere
exist on our campus were foreign
students discouraged from coming
here. I had always assumedone of
the purposes of a col lege education
was the meeting and exchange of
different cultures and ideas and not
the
perpetuation
and reinforcement of one’s own parochial
view.
He/en M. Mottahedin
Teaching Assistant
English Department

AV worker blasts Crillv
Editor:
Re Crilly letter (Foreign Students Blasted).
You complain about foreign
students "here wearing fine rags
that cost more money thatn you and
other students have in the bank or
to your names.’
Let me lay a
little fact on you.
I work for the A/V Center.
We employ student help, foreign
and American. The pay is poor,
the work not easy. About 80 per
cent of our help is foreign; we
can’t get people like yourself to
even touch these jobs. We get
X dollars for student assistants
and XX dollars for work study
(for which only American citizens
are eligible).
Mr. Crilly, we have only four
Americans working for us under
Work Study in this office. If you
want "fine rags and money in the

bank," come here and earn it,
or are you getting money from
Mama and tax free money from
Big Brother? We have a job for
you Mr. Crilly--care to try it
out?
These
students
are not
escaping problems in their homeland.
They happen to be here
to get an idea of how to solve
those problems when they return,
and they are returning.
You tell them to "shut -up and
go home."
I think you should
follow your own advice, bat where
can you go?
I’m sure you can
figure that one out.
Joe Coffman
Audio Visual/Faculty
Editors note: Due to the large
number of letters received concerning this issue, the Daily is
only able to print a representative
sample.

Editor’s Intelligent point’
Editor:
Surprise! Bob Pellerin, conservative editor of the Spartan
Daily, made a rather intelligent
observation in his "More on
Marcuse" (S.D. Feb. 16). Showing
his obvious ignorance and fear of
such radical theorists as Herbert
Marcuse and Noam Chomsky,
Pellerin did, however, conclude
that "Liberal" Democrat Arthur
Schlesinger’s critique of Marcuse
sounded "remarkably" similar to
the criticism leveled at Marcuse
by Martha O’Connell, a self-proclaimed spokeswoman for SJS’
reactionary conservatives.
Actually the similarities between the so-called liberals in the
U.S. government and the conservatives go far beyond their
mutual criticism of the Left. When
Schlesinger was an adviser for the
"liberal" Kennedy Administration
the military budget was increased
20 per cent in a mere two years
and more money was spent for
ground ammunition in Vietnam
than on the entire poverty program

in the U.S.
Kennedy also established the
International Police Academy to
train local paramilitary forces in
over 20 countries where there
was popular dissent against repressive governments. Not only
were the existing military dictatorships included by Washington
in its alliance of "free" governments but U.S. support was given
to every military coup against
remaining
constitutional
the
regimes --El Salvador, Argentina,
Guatamala, Ecuador, and Peru.
(see Dave Horowitz, EMPIRE AND
REVOLUTION).
What the Left has been trying
to say for years -and which
Pellerin has only just realized is that the methods employed by
official "liberals" and the conservatives are usually indistinguishable.
Rene 0. Snellen
D35645
Sue Martinez
D35646

The Mafia must be behind it.
The wave of rip-offs which has hit
the cycling students of SJS is
pretty frightening.
Don’t laugh.
The statistics
are such that probably every student can name at least three
friends who have had a bicycle
stolen recently.
The costly 10 -speed bikes are,
naturally, prime targets.
The
10 -speed owner pays such a high
price when buying his wheels
he
is
primarily,
because,
purchasing lightness.
When is he forced to carry
around a five-ound steel chain to
protect
his
investment,
the
purpose of the light frame is defeated.
Expensive 10 -speeds aren’t
the only bikes eyed by the thieves.
They’ll steal anything.
If they
can’t cut through the chain to get
the whole bike, they’ll take pieces
of it -seat or pedals, for example.
Where do all these bikes, or
pieces of bikes, go?
Either to
the Mafia or the waiting arms of
your fellow students: the ones who
have 10 -speeds but can’t afford
the regular prices.
Don’t wait until you’re hit by
the rip-off wave. Let your friends
and associates know that its not
"cool" to buy a hot bike. It’ll
make things easier for everyone
else who owns a bike they want
to keep.
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News Review Hughes ends seclusion
Compiled from Associated Press
by Paula Belshaw
Wire Editor
MANAGUA, Nicaragua -- Howard Hughes’ 15 months of
seclusion have ended. Pres. Anastasio Somoza said yesterday Hughes would arrive in this country late in the day.
After a brief visit to Nicaragua, Hughes might return to
the United States for a face-to-face meeting with the press,
according to an unnamed Hughes’ source.
Hughes’ departure from his hotel -top retreat in the
Bahamas has come in the midst of a controversy over author
Clifford Irving’s purported Hughes’ autobiography, which
has been labeled a hoax.

New rationale for weapons
ye ASHINut UN -. Secretary ol Delense Melvin R. Laird
rescinded yesterday an earlier statement the United States
would go ahead with new missile- armed subs regardless of
the strategic arms limitation talks (SALT).
Now Laird’s rationale for building theundersea-launched
missile system (ULMS) appears to be replacing Polaris type subs as they get old.
"A replacement submarine, a follow-on submarine, that’s
absolutely essential if we are going to stay up with the
momentum of the Soviet Union," said Laird.
Until they catch up with the U.S., the Russians reportedly
won’t include the subs in a nuclear arms pact.

Apollo 17 blasts off Dec. 6
SPACE CENTER. Houston -- Blast-off for Apollo 17, the
nation’s last planned moon -landing mission, is set for the
night of Dec. 6, 9:38 EST, bound for a moon valley thought
to be filled with volcanic ash.
Veteran astronaut Eugene Cernan commands Apollo 17
with crewmates Harrison Schmitt. scientist -astronaut, and
Ronald E. Evans, a space rookie.
The space agency said Wednesday the landing target is
a mountain valley in the center of the northeast quarter of
the moon, called Taurus-Littrow. Scientists believe there
may be rocks at the site from deep within the moon.
Cernan and Schmitt will spend about three days on the
moon while Evans remains in lunar orbit.

Prison psychiatry attacked
SAN FRANCISCO -- Convicts are being torced to submit
to psychiatric therapy against their will, said a group that
attacked a state prison program in Vacaville.
A Department of Corrections spokesman called the
charges nonsense and said the program is voluntary. "In
fact, people will be wanting to come to Vacaville, because it
can mean getting out of lockup," he said.
Dr. Richard Fine of the Bay Area Medical Committee
for Human Rights told a news conference here the "aversion
therapy" at Vacaville "consists of using fear and painful
stimuli to eliminate so-called undesirable behavior."
Fine, a staff member at San Francisco General Hospital,
said transfers were aimed at Black militants and "political
prisoners" housed in the maximum security centers of the
various prisons.
He told newsmen "six or so brothers at San Quentin, four
to six at Folsom and at least four at Tracy" have refused
to sign forms authorizing treatment at the new Maximum
Psychiatric Diagnottic Unit in Vacaville.

Viva semana
for Chicanos
La Semana Chicane, a
series of Chicano cultural
and educational happenings,
will be observed from 7 to
11 p.m. next week in the Loma
11 p.m. next week in the
C.U. Loma Prieta Room,
Rosa
to
According
Velasquez, coordinator of La
Semana Chicane, this year’s
Semana will present a series
of cultural and educational
events featuring local talent.
In keeping it local, Senorita Velasquez said,"there
is a need to develop local
leaders and talent.. .and San
Jose has the talent. What
we want to do is to expose

this talent to the CM
munity."
Each day of La Semana
will featuredifferent aspects
of the Chicano and his en
vironment. The days will
be divided into El Dia De
La Culture; Dia De La Raza
Unida; Dia De Los Estudiantes; and concluding the
semana will be El Dia De
Las Mujeres.
"All in all, La Semana
should offer something for
everyone regardless of ethnic background...and besides it’s free", said Maria
Espinosa, chairwoman of El
Dia De Las Mujeres Committee.

By TERRI SPRENGER
Feature Writer
"Taste in marriage partners is like picking your
favorite kind of ice cream.
You choose a person like
yourself so you can sit
around
reinforcing each
other."
When a professor of
sociology faces a class of
hip and straight, married
and single, engaged and divorced students with opinions
like that, the result has to be
exciting, and it is.
Dr. Robert Thamm’s
jam-packed Sociology 196A
class, Redesigning Marriage

and the Family, is sponsored
by the Student Community
Involvement Program
(SCIP).
The class is based to a
large extent on Dr. Thamm’s
own experiences in experimental group living situations and on his upcoming
book, "The New Family."
"I’m not saying we should
abolish marriage, but research indicates that the
longer you are married and
the more children you have,
the more unhappy you are.
Obviously, the structure as
it stands is inadequate."
"If we put all our eggs
in one basket, we make our-

Military Service? SERVE AS A
MARINE OFFICER
FRESHMEN

SOPHOMORES

JUNIORS:

The Platoon Leaders Class (pilot ground or law)
offers to eligible students:
Training and pay
Immediate draft deferment
of $540 for 6 weeks during summer No on cam
pus training or drills Options of $100 per month
while in college

FREE

40 hours civilian pilot training during senior
year
Commission as a 2nd Lt. upon graduation
from college Storting salaries from $700-$1000
per month

List of Experimental College courses with times and places
*(Note, this is a partial list and will be completed as soon
as possible)
PLACE:
TIME:
COURSE:
COURSE:
TIME:
PLACE:
Educational Critique Seminar:
Adopting the Educational Process
W 7:30 p.m. H.Eco.2 To the Human Mind
F
11 a.m.
MH 22
Beg. Astrology
Th 7:30 p.m. MH
Environmental Lit. Analysis
Seminar on Asian T 8 p.m.
MH 225 Awareness Exercises
American Personality
Tu. 7:45 p.m. "The
Fulfilling & Transcending Self;
Greening House", 1273 Kimberly.
Finding & Building Community Th 7-9 p.m. MH 224
San Jose, Ca.
T 7 p.m.
MH 224
Backpacking
Additional Experimental College workshops are listed and
T ’7:30 p.m. MH 233 information on them may be found in the A.S. offices in the
Draft Counseling
T 7:30 p.m. MH 234 College Union.
Harmonica & Jam Session
W 7 p.m.
CH 163
People’s Yellow Pages
Persons interested in organizing or participating in work
Th 7 p.m.
CH 165 shops call Randy Kern, Experimental Collegedirector, 277
Creative Encounter
T 11 a.m.
MH 234 3201.
Electronics

selves vulnerable," says
Thamm.
His theory of a
workable marriage situation
centers around dependence
on or commitment to a few
others but not so many that
relationships would become
superficial.
Thamm has drawn up a
floor plan for this ideal marriage situation, based on a
series of three concentric
circles.
The outer circle
contains a conference room,
nursery, shower and sauna.
The center circle has
sleeping and encounter group
areas, a viewing room, dining room and lounge area.
The inner circle would be
the location for a swimming

Library gets new director
Donald R. Hunt has been
appointed new director of
SJS libraries, Pres. John H.

Bunzel has announced.
Hunt, 50, will assume his
new position April 1. He
will replace Dr. John

Tower List in making
word-of-mouth.
"I would think that it being
based solely on student
opinion without instructor
appraisal of a class makes it
interesting, but hardly
valid," Crockett stated.
Blakewell realizes the
biggest problem with the List
seems to be the lack of cards
which go into the rating of an
instructor and is pushing to
get more students to participate in the next edition.
"This is the first time
we’ve ever handed out cards
after students paid their fees.
I hope to get about 5,000
to 10,000 more cards but
it’s hard to tell," Blakewell
added.
Last time, 18,000 cards
went into the making of the
list.
SJS student Bob Stevens
voiced another possible problem. He said he believed
the comments at the end

Ex. C. sponsors classes

of the evaluations seemed
to be supplied by people who
didn’t care for the instructor.
"The comments are -too
general,"
Stevens said.
"The list never really has
given me much help."
Along this line, an SJS
instructor voiced the opinion
that the comments were written by one person, in his own
words, from the comments
received.
"They should be content
to put the statistics," he
stated. "The comments are
invalid."
Blakewell noted that the
15 or 20 people who work on
the list are seeking help from
individual departments.
1111101!

"We hope we can eventually get all the departments in the school to help
us out," he said.

Canario, SJS professor of
English, who has been acting
library director.
He is currently associate
director of libraries at
Oregon
State University
(OSU) where he played a
large role in planning a new
Library building and reorganizing staff and services.
A native of Richmond,
Ind., Hunt graduated from the
University of Colorado where
he majored in history and
political science. He received his M.A. degree in
library science from the
University of Michigan.

Socialist speaker
doesn’t show up
Linda Jenness, Socialist
Workers Party (SWP) candidate for president of the
United
States, failed to
appear for her scheduled
speech Wednesday in the College Union

Dean Reed, SWP spokesman, said Miss Jenness was
unable to appear for the
speech because of a lengthy
television interview in San
Francisco.

pool with a whirlpool corner.
Incurable venereal disease and tranference of property to heirs were, according to Thamm, among the
original reasons for monogamy in America.
It has
been perpetuated, he says,
by tradition and the lack of
socially acceptable alternatives.
"In our culture we have
a law that says it’s good
to rank everything." Hence,
he continues, when we choose
a husband or wife, he or she
must be the "best and
the mate is set up on a
pedestal "

Tower

List
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LOW DOWN PAYMENT ’
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WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
ACCESSORIES - INSURANCE
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281-2946
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"COME TO WHERE THE ACTION IS"

SWANSON CYCLES
SAN JOSE
776 N. 13th ST.
10% DISCCUNT on all ports with this ad!

KOME PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

SAVOY BROWN
FLEETWOOD
MAC
JOHN BALDRY

to LONDON
or BRUSSELS
June
June
Jur.,
Jun,

16
14
14
:8

SATURDAY FEB 26 8 00 PM
SANTA CLARA FAIRGROUNDS
5265
t262

Sept

TICKETS 54 00 ADVANCE 54 50 DAY OF SHOW AT SAN JOSE 900 OFFICE
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE DISCOUNT RECORDSSAN JOSE PENINSULA
BOO OFFICEMENLO PARK FOR INFORMATION CALL 246-1160

Don’t cross the Channel twice!
Ask for info on streamlined study
programs abroad and on Inter Europe student flights.

MORRISON
VANBERKELEY
MAR. 3 8PM

Prof P Bentler 1213/277-5200 or
879-3111 cc Sierra Travel Inc ,
9875 Santa Monica B , Beverley
Hills

4611611/1
WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY

SALE

SLACKS

SUITS

Sold nationally $897

to 629 50

SOLD NATIONALLY AT $8950

Dress Shirts
Sold nationally $397

at $7.95 8 $8.95

$44"
$54"

SOLD NATIONALLY AT $11000

’497

Sold nationally
at $9.95 8 $10.95

Casual Slacks
$;97
Sold nationally

SPORTCOATS
SOLD NATIONALLY AT $65.00

at $11 95 8 $12 9,.

STORES ,IROUGHOUT
114 .’,EST
1ST 1927

TIME

11=K=
HIGH TRADE-IN

evaluation

TALK TO THE MARINE CORPS OFFICER
22-23 F.:4?.(r:jill 1972

Ci.lr
County Deal, I:,

cards with which SJS students
rate their last semester’s
instructors, can be picked
up and handed in Morris
Dailey Auditorium through
this afternoon.
After that date cards can
be handed in at Box T in the
Student Activities Office in
the College Union.

Sold nationally
$6"
at $1395 8 614 95

DATE:

PARTS

SALES SERVICE

Exclusive S.eol4

Profs evaluated

Obligation: 21/2 yeaet tor ground officers and
31/2 years after flight training for pilots

COMING ON CAMPUS

MOTORCYCLES
STREET OR TRAIL

Marriage taste more than
selecting favorite ice cream

Better than rumor?

Do you know anything
about an instructor before
you enter a class’?
Beside the usual word -of mouth approach to evaluation
of teachers, there exists a
more ambitious effort toward
this end, the Tower List.
The list, produced by Tau
Delta Phi, a men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, is now
preparing its sixth edition,
scheduled to be in the hands
of SJS students by January
of 1973.
Richard Blakewell, in
charge of the List, explained
the function and problems of
running the publication.
"There are instructors
who haven’t liked their
ratings. Mostly because of a
lack of cards, they didn’t
feel they got a fair evaluation," said Blakewell.
SJS English instructor
Wilbert Crockett felt the list
was actually no better than

Can you dig backpacking?

$3247

likui Gum

SWEATERS

Sold nationally $797
trom $15.95 to
$16.95

KNIT SLACKS
SOIO nAt4orl4l.,.. $997

to $22.95
Sold
nationally
to $27 50

RAINCOATS
1625
Sold nationd
at $32 50

SHOES $1147
Not all strnes,

BANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

AT SATHER GATE a
Monday &

Thurs. to 9:00

LD_aily to 6:00

11 South 2nd

Street

292-76TA
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Tower Hall today dark and hollow
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Photos by Bill Matlack

Behind an oak door in Morris Dailey stands the ghost of SJS ... Tower
Hall.
Built in 1910, the hall became the exclusive meeting place for SJS honor
fraternity Tau Delta Phi.
A spiral staircase winds to the top of the tower which at one time was
used for meetings and an infamous initiation.
A chair stands in the corner once used for the initiation. It was suspended from the tower window at the end of a plank.
The initiates were blindfolded, lead up the stairs and made to walk a
plank raised a few inches above the floor.
The terrifiedpledgeswere supposed to believe they were actually walking to the suspended chair.
The second floor was used as a kitchen by the fraternity. A refrigerator
and stove once lifted through to the second floor with a crane, now stand old
and rusty -- not worth the trouble to lift them out.
Tower Hall is now vacant except for a portion of the main floor used as
President John H. Bunzel’s office. The rest of the tower is deemed unsafe
by fire marshalls as there are not adequate fire exits.
Today Tower Hall stands dark and hollow --a ruin in the midst of youth.
It stands as an ominous reminder that nothing is safe from time.
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Irish demand’ free govit’

British army blamed

John Lindsay

Lindsay to speak
John Lindsay, mayor of
New York City and Democratic candidate for President, will be a guest of the
city of San Jose for an hour,
at the dedication of the Curtis
mini -park, Thursday, at 9
a.m.
Lindsay is the originator
of the mini -park concept,

which utilizes empty corner
spaces which are not scheduled for redevelopment for
at least several years.

Grumbacher 53 colors
SALE in each
Reg. 65C each
OHIGIN U, $1 11:1C $1 %Rh HIS
100 plus colors
Reg. 98C each
SALE 290 each
75%0FF
1Monday,Washington’s Birthday, Feb.210NLY
at Valley Fair store ONLY
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%
ei
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-,,-"i.

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

Be

enlightened

at

O

the Mit
Gallery
we have the finest models
for amateur and professional photographers

Photographically yours.

Call 328-7071
467 Hamilton Ave.
Palo Alto, Suite

I
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PI SCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W. SAN CARLOS 294-1455
35 S. 4TH ST. 287-7030

e

GRAND OPENING
SALE
At. our new location:
1528 W. SAN CARLOS

WATERBEDS
k
115,00
5 year
gua rantee

ANY SIZE
[074
MIMIM

40

MIS

Both locations open 9-9 daily
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troops and the 13 Specials (a
private militia, comparable
to the National Guard)moved
into the Catholic ghettos in
Northern Ireland," Eastwood
said.
"In four hours," he said,
"they burned 600 Catholic
Nine were killed,
homes.
including an eight -year -old
boy, and several hundred
were wounded."
The next day, he said,
British troops were called
in to protect the Catholics.
The troops were welcomed
"with open arms", according
to Eastwood.
"There was relative calm
until two weeks after Edward
Heath’s Conservatives overwhelmed the Wilson Labor
ticket in the British general

election in June 1970.
".Within two weeks of the
election," Eastwood said,
"more British regulars were
sent into Belfast." They declared what Eastwood called
illegal curfew in the main
Catholic ghetto in Belfast,
known as Falls Road.
The troops, he said, kept
the people confined to their
homes for 3 days.
Five
people were killed, and 300
were arrested he said during
the curfew. All the arrested
were later released because
no
charges were filed
against them.
The
result of this,
Eastwood said, was the forming of the provisional IRA
(Irish Republican Army) in
1970. "Their purpose was to

Students win case

Fighting landlords

One of the first mini
One ot the chiel comparks in the San Jose area, plaints of apartment -dwelthe Curtis park is on the lers in the SJS area seems to
corner of South First and be the landlords’ habit of
San Antonio streets.
clinging tenaciously to damage and cleaning deposits.

DESIGNERS COLORS

4"

By STEVE MARINUCC1
Staff Writer
::What the people of
Northern Ireland want is
their basic human rights, and
the freedom to govern themselves as they see fit, as one
country.
So says SJS student
Damien Eastwood, a resident
of Belfast, Northern Ireland,
and the president of the local
chapter of the Irish Northern
Aid Soci 9y.
Eastwood blamed the current troubles in Northern
Ireland on a change in attitude by British troops after
election of Prime
the
Heath
Edward
Minister
June, 1970.
"In 1969, the Royal Ulster
Constabulary (RUC) British

You give Clutchy Slumlord, the apartment owner, a
couple of big bills when you
move in, and when you move
out he gives you back thirty

cents and a pass to the skin
flicks because, he says, "Da
reefer was doity."
But there’s a way out. As
one female student’ said, "If
you put your mind to it, you
can do it." She had just won a
case against her landlord in
Small Claims Court.
"We felt that going to
court was justified," she
added, "It was a matter of

Cheap
Thrills
By CORY FARLEY
Feature Editor
All right, we’d better establish a little perspective tieri,
right from the start.
You know I wouldn’t send you to Oakland without a good
reason, right? I’ve BEEN to Oakland; 1 know what it’s like
up there. Sol wouldn’t tell you to go unless there was something in it for you.
What we have in Oakkers this week is the National (nee
Oakland) Roadster Show. Now I will understand if this bit
of news doesn’t bring you to your feet crying, "Yeah! The
Roadster Show!" But maybe you’re looking at it the wrong
way.
The Roadster Show isn’t a car show. If you think of the
exhibits as CARS, in the sense that a Volkswagen or a
Mustang is a car, you’re missing the point. What they are
is sculpture, like a Claes Oldenburg naugahyde urinal. Most
of them don’t even run and none are driven any distance.
Considered as cars, they are ludicrous.
Ah, but as art they’re unmatched. While the whole world,
including you and me, thought hot rods were dead, this bunch
of lunatic -fringe car nuts has created a new art form.
The day of the candy -apple red Model A (THE hot car,
last time 1 looked) is over. Today’s custom machines are
fabricated of whole cloth, done in super-swoopy fiberglass
and painted in colors the eye can scarcely register.
This is something you should see. Sure, a lot of the car
builders are old guys. One that I know of is 71. And a lot
more of them live in places like Tracy and Woodlake, where
there isn’t much else to do anyway. But they’re turning out
wild stuff, and it’s having an impact in some strange places.
At every custom car show of any importance, there are
four or five serious -looking men with notebooks and cameras,
peering at the cars and taking pictures, making little cryptic
notes to themselves.
Journalists’: More likely styling representatives from
General Motors and Ford. The current Corvette, for example, has many styling ideas derived from the hot rods of
the early ’60s.
So the big-time custom car circuit isn’t just skids’ game
anymore. Some of the cars are worth$30,000. Once you get
above $10,000 or so, can you really call them cars? Is a
purple pearlescent, twin-engined, tangerine -flake, yak -hide upholstered milk truck a car, or is it a piece of sculpture,
an objet d’art with mag wheels?
The National Roadster Show, in the Oakland Coliseum,
starts at 6 tonight. An authentic slice of a subculture you
probably didn’t know was still there.

principle
We were right
and he was wrong."
To initiate a claim in
Small Claims Court, you
must file a petition stating
the facts of the case in the
clerk’s office of the Municipal Court. The charge for
filing is $2, plus $1.50 for
delivery of the summons by
certified mail. TheSheriff’s
office will deliver a summons
for $3 plus 70 cents a mile.
You may also have a
"disinterested party" deliver the complaint and save
the summons charge.
After a trial date is set,
both parties will appear without legal counsel and explain
their arguments to a judge,
who will decide the case.
His decision will be either
made on the spot, or he may
delay judgment, in which case
the decision will be mailed
to both parties.
The best part is that if
Clutchy losses, he has to
pay court costs --including
your original filing fee.

\\ ORLI)
AFLOAT

defend Catholic areas ii:
the vent of British trool,
withdrawal."
"The troops who were
protecting the
formerly
people were now terrorizing
the people. The IRA began
a campaign to force England
to reunify the island."
That campaign, he said,
was through the bombing of
civic buildings and factories.
In some cases, Protestants are fighting beside
Catholics. "Most don’t know
that 10 per cent of the IRA is
Protestant."
British public opinion,
surprisingly, is favorable toward the reunification of the
island.
"A poll, recently made in
England, showed 60 per cent
of the British people favored
British troop withdrawal
from Northern Ireland and
reunification of the island".
Eastwood said.
"Also, some prominent
British newspapers, such as
the Times of London, the
Observer, the New Statesman, and the Guardian (form erly Manchester Guardian)
have editorially endorsed the
withdrawal and reunification.", he said.
"When the British capture prisoners," Eastwood
said, "they use terror tactics
to break the spirit of the
people, for example, making
them stand spread-eagled
against a wall for long
periods."
A method of British crowd
control, Eastwood said, is a
gun which fires a bullet made
of hard rubber. The bullet
is five inches long, and two
inches wide at its base, he
said.
’They are usually fired
into the face or body, instead
of ricocheting them off the
ground, and going for the legs
of the person, which the guns’
directions specify.", he said.
Laws, such as theSpecial
Powers Act of 1922, "the
exact opposite of the Bill of
Rights" he said, are passed
to restrict the movements of
all of Northern Ireland.
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Fledgling ruggers
show new field

Cutandsaoutveim

Long Beach rips
Spartans, 88-51
By KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor
Long Beach --Every team
that plays in the cramped
Long Beach State gym is
owned lock, stock and barrel
by the 49ers.
The SJS cagers found out
why last night whenthey were
trounced 88-51 by the nationally ranked 49ers.
For Long Beach, now 7-2
in PCAA play, it was their
53rd consectuive win at home.
The loss for SJS. now 4-5
in league action, snapped a
six -game winning string that
dates back to its Jan. 29
contest with San Diego State.
The contest was a far
cry from the first meeting
be ween the teams in which
the Spartans dropped an exciting 73-72 thriller in the

closing seconds.
For the Spartans, it was a
night when everything went
When Coach Ivan
wrong.
Guevara’s team zoned, the
49ers shot over it. When the
Spartans switched to a manto-man defense, the 49ers
drove through them.
The ninth -ranked 49-ers
opened the game in a 1-2-2
zone that completely shut -out
SJS’ outside shooting game.
Failing to score in the first
nine minutes, SJS watched
helplessly as Long Beach
rolled up a 20-1 lead.
Forward Chuck Terry did
the most damage, driving well
inside and a ’ling some
sharpshooting heroics from
the corners.
All-American candidate
Ed Ratter( . a 6-6 guard, spoil-

’
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quick outlet passes to spark
deadly Long Beach fast
breaks.
The massive 49ers screened the smaller Spartans out
on the boards, to dominate
both ends of the court. Coach
Guevara rotated guards Don
Strong, Dan Walker, C.J.
Howard and Johnnie Skinner
in an attempt to mount an
offensive attack from the outside. But the tenacious Long
Beach zone thwarted the attempt.
Spartan forward Leon
Beauchman came off the
bench to lead the squad with
15 points. Strong, currently
leading the Spartans with a
14 -point average, was held
to three field goals in 11
attempts and finished with
11 points.
Turnovers were especially costly, as the Spartans
threw the ball away 28 times.
After trailing 45-20 at
half, SJS began forcing shots
from 30 -feet, at times, which
only put the Spartans deeper
in the hole.
SJS shot a miserable 28
per cent from the field.
The hot -shooting redhead
Terry hit for a career high
of 26 points. He was followed
by Ratleff (12), Jeff Stevens
(13) and Leonard Grey (11).
In the only other PCAA
action last night, San Diego
State edged Fresno State
84-82.
PCAA STANDINGS
Long Beach
7
Pacific
6
San Diego State
5
San Jose
4
UC Santa Barbara
4
Fresno State
2
Cal State LA
2

2
2
4
5
5
6
6

I

Alpha Pin Ontrga
presents

FLICKS

FRIDAY

7 & 10 PM

March 3

THE GRASSHOPPER
JACKIE BISSET, JIM
THE BABY MAKER

March 10

THE BOYS IN THE BAND

March 17

LITTLE FAUS AND BIG HALSEY

February 25

BROWN

BARBRA HERSHEY .
KENNETH NELSON. LEONARD FRE. s.

2

ROBERT REDFORD, MICHAEL POLLARD

MEPHISTO WALTZ
ALAN ALDA, JACKIE
VANISHING POINT

April 7
April 15 *

CL.

BISSET

CS

BARRY NEWMAN. DEAN JAGGER
April

ED
r-

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
RICHARD BENJAMIN, CARRIE SNODGRESS
MONTE WALSH

22*

April 28**

LEE MARVIN, JAMES MOREAU

May 5

STUDENT FILMS

May 12**

TELL THEM WILLIE BOY IS HERE
ROBERT REDFORD

May 19

ANNE OF 1,000 DAYS
RICHARD BURTON, GENF.VIEVE BUJOLD

MORRIS DAILY AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION
TuRDAY

LOMA

San Jose State’s rugby
team is beginning to click
and the Spartans hope to
create a real racket tomorrow when they entertain the
Kendvick Hall Rugby Club
at 1 p.m. on the new SJS
rugby field at the north end
of Spartan Stadium.
The Spartan first sid,
will be bidding for its fourth
consecutive victory and its
fifth win in six outings. After
opening the campaign with
two losses, SJS is now 4-1-2
on the season.
San Jose’s second side
(2-3-1) will take on the Stanford thirds at 3 p.m. Saturday on the same field.
The latest victim of the
rampaging Spartan first side
was the Stanford seconds,
who fell 13-10 Saturday at
Stanford as SJS Club vice
president Floyd McGaughy
scored a try and kicked a
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Dave Drennan

Dockery ( right) battling UOP’s Gianelli

Dahl ponders
Canadian offer
By NICK LaBASH
Sportswriter
Canada is the land of
stoic mountains, tranquil
lakes and misty mornings.
A neck of land that is quite
alluring to vacationers and a
peaceful haven for draft
evaders, has more recently
become enchanting to college
football players.
With the constant struggle to survive in the National
Football League becoming
more difficult each season,
the graduating senior is taking a good hard look at the
prospects of playing in the
Canadian Football League.
In the recently completed
NFL draft, two Spartan gridhers were selected to further
their football fortunes. AllAmerican linebacker Dave
Chaney has already passed
over offers by the Kansas
City Chiefs of the NFL to
sign with the CFL Winnipeg
Bluebombers. It also appears that wide receiver
Eric Dahl may soon follow
in his colleague’s footsteps.
No t wanting to commit
himself on his present situa-

tion, Dahl did disclose he has
been contacted by a team
from Canada.
Commenting on New England, who selected the Spartan flanker in the 16th round,
Dahl stated, "They have
given me a fair offer but I
am not yet sure what I want
to do."
Big bonuses and contract
squabbles have become common place in professional
football today. It was rather
heartening to discover that
money is not a determining
factor in the case of Dahl.
Says Dahl, "I want to go
where I have the best possibility of making the team.
I feel I will possibly have
a better chance in Canada.
Many observers may
.wonder why an athlete would
prefer Canada to the NFL.
He gets very little or no exposure in the media. This
could all change next season
with the talk going around
that the CFL is considering
televising its games back to
the United States on a weekly
basis.

Sports Roundup
Sporting a 2-4 record after topping Nevada 11110
and Cal Poly - Pomona last weekend, the SJS gymnasts host Sacramento State and the University of
Washington Saturday at 2 p.m. in Spartan Gym.
Coach Clair Jennett’s gymnasts are currently in
third place in PCAA competition.
SWIMMING
The SJS swim team gets back into action tonight
after a lengthy layoff when they match strokes with
U.C. Irvine and Long Beach State in the 49ers’ pool.
Coach Mike Monsees and his swimmers meet Los
Angeles State tomorrow afternoon at 1 o’clock to wrap
up their southland excursion.
The Spartans are currently 3-3 in PCAA action.
WRESTLING
The SJS wrestling squad will have to come through
in Spartan fashion as they will face four matches in
three days this weekend.
They will be traveling south to face San Diego State
tonight, Cal State Fullerton tomorrow afternoon and
Los Angeles State tomorrow night. The grapplers
tangled with UC Santa Barbara last night.
SJS will carry a 1-6-1 dual meet record to this
weekend’s action.

"There are lots of things
to consider," Dahl continued.
"My main concern is that I
want to play football and
money is only secondary."
As a 16th round selection
and despite the Patriots
lowly standing it would seem
Dahl would fare better in
Canada.
This speedy flanker was
involved with the Pop Warner
League and attended high
school in neighboring Red wood City where he played
for Sequoia.
Moving to Washington
after completion of high
school, Dahl displayed his
talent at Spokane Community
College and received honorable mention all -league as
a defensive back.
ton State
As a transfer to Washington State, Eric played safety
for the Cougars for one season before scholastic problems forced him to discontinue his studies there.
Still residing in Washington attending Columbia Basin
J.C. , Dahl brought his grades
back to par, moved back to
the Bay Area and enrolled at
San Jose State.
In a move to strengthen
the passing game, coach
Dewey King took Dahl off the
defensive platoon and moved
him back to wide receiver
where he was quite successful during his days at
Sequoia.
"Sure, you wonder how
long you’re gonna stick
around," Dahl pondered. "I
don’t think about not making
it. I’ll just keep playing until someone tells me different."

penalty kick to pace the win.
Rounding out the scoring
for SJS was a try scored by
forward Tom Werle, a trans f e r from the Air Force
Academy, and a conversion
by Steve Zanetell

Spring sports
starting soon
At last, after all the announcements and reminders
of the past two weeks, intramural action is about to
begin.
Hunch basketball begins
Feb. 22 from 6 to 9:30 p.m.
and soccer starts Feb. 23 at
south campus at 3:45 and
5 p.m.
Check the intramural
bulletin boa rd for times,
places and the league schedule.
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WINTERLAND SERIES
ALLMAN BROTHERS

March 3,4

BLACK SABBATH
YES
WILD TURKEY

March 10,11

EMERSON, LAKE AND PALMER

March 24,25

SHA NA NA

April 7,8

HUMBLE PIE

April 21,22

10NI MITCHELL
JACK-SON BROWNE

Berkeley Community Theatre
Sania Clara

STARTS FEB. 16th
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Brewing Co

AQUARIUS,
JAN. 20-FEB. 18.

STARTS MAR. 8th STARTS MAR. 15th
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TOWERI.JO StGA FOUND ONLY IN
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AN EXERCISE IN TOTAL AND
COMPLETE EROTICA - SHE’S
PLATED IN PLATINUM BABY BUT SHE’S ROTTEN TO THE
CORE - THE HARD CORE
OF HER VERY PSYCHE!

Al LAST . A FILM THAT DARES
YOU WITH A NEW KIND OF NAMED POWER AND REALISM! AMER
ICAS NEW PERMISSIVE SOCIETY’
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CENSORSHIP
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"‘ifR
CAT"
"ALLEY
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Dud FEATURE

ZERO IN AND SCREAM

PLUS 2nd FEATURE --

GETTING INTO HEAVEN

ANYONE OFFENDED
60 COMPUTE
SE NSW. E./AH.04E5S
SHOULD NOT viEW
THIS MOTION
PICTURE

PRIVATELY PRINTED EDITIONS,
EXPLODES UPON THE SCREEN WITH
SWEEPING MAGNIFICENCE AND
TOTAL SEXUAL REALISMI

WHAT IS OBSCENE?
WE ARE DEFENDING YOUR RIGHTS
IT SHOWING IT UNCUT AND UN
CENSORED AT EVERY PERFO 111
AMU

Gr e
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S T tSword
oPSie Pried

--fox
ott’sr

Ot-t4tAMI
PLUS Dud FEATURE
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COLOR

-
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STARLET
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n on
AM, always the BEST in SUPER 16mm LOOPS. These OUTSTANDING FEATURES;
ULAR PRICES. These films are in COLOR and for ADULTS 18 or over
Identification Required.

REMEMBER, THESE FILMS WILL
FOR ADDITIONAL PROGRAM
INFORMATION CALL THE
THEATERS OR CHECK YOUR
LOCAL NEWSPAPER WHERE YOU
CAN GET A COMPLETE LISTING
OF OUR CURRENT PROGRAM DAILY

SHOW FOR 1 WEEK ONLY!

OPEN DAILY AT 12 NOON

PUSSYCAT 11294-5544
1st and SAN SALVADOR,
SAN JOSE

linI lit

II

I 10 V. San Carlo. 287-7)967

’Cut out and save’
PUSSYCAT THEATRES PROUDLY PRESENTS FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT, 5 WEEKS OF THE MOST EROTIC
AND SENSUALLY STIMULATING FILMS NEVER BEFORE SHOWN IN THE NORTHERN CALIF. AREA!
WE DARE NOT DISCUSS(
THE BIZARRE AND
EXOTIC SITUATION
THIS IS NOT A
DOCUMENTARTI
IT’S
THE
REAL
THING’

March 11

If you’re an Aquarian,
you’ve probably already found
Schlitz Malt Liquor.
Aquarius, you’re anything but traditional.
You’re often a wild dreamer, and always
an Independent thinker. That’s why you
get along so well with Schlitz Malt Liquor,
Taurus the Bull.
Schlitz Malt Liquor is the unique drink that stands
apart with a bold taste all its own. And that’s
what you respect.
You know you can be lost for days in your idealistic
dreams of the future. And when you Join the
earth -bound, you continue to seek originality and
surprise. Like Schlitz Malt Liquor, Taurus the Bull.
Nobody makes molt liquor like

Schiff:. Nobody.

Milwaukee and Other great Cities.

February

rs

Vietnames, looking at tors are needed to play the
parts of four Vietcong guerrillas in a locally produced
movie set in Vietman. Also
wanted is one U.S. Marine type actor for the lead.
The still untitled film will
be shot on weekends beginning in March.
No acting
experience is required.
Interested persons can
send a recent photo, age,
height, and weight, to: Donahue Productions, 2241 Menzel Place; Santa Clara.

Film 72

BY ERIC SCHATMEIER
The next big trend in
motion pictures is entertainment, according to Paramount production chief Robert Evans. No more films
of grave social concern and
relevance. Whoopee!
We in the film audience,
are presumably expected to
throw up our hands and shout
"Hallelujah" because the movie moguls are once again
providing us with the films
that we really want to see.
Hollywood wheels hit us
with this one every year about
this time. After they have
determined the big grossers
of the previous year and especially of the December
peak movie season, they announce that the coming year
will feature more of the same
only "bigger and better."
You’d think they’d learn.
With the success of James
Bond came a million hokey
secret agent pictures. "The
Sound of Music" was followed
by some of the worst musicals ever, and "Easy Rider"
spawned some of the most
irrelevant relevance films
of all time, including, "The
Strawberry Statement" and
"RPM".
These films failed financially as well as critically.
They proved the copycat
theory of moviemaking was
a fallacy.
Great films are not created by marketing experts.
I can’t picture the backers
of "Citizen Kane" sitting around a big table saying,
"Demagogue films are going
to be big this year."
But the nonsense continues. These are the big trends
that Hollywood will follow in
’72.
--More movies that appeal to Black audiences. Because of the success of
"Shaft" and "Sweet Sweet back," film fans can expect
plenty of all -Black casts. Included among the stars of
these movies are such "typical" Blacks as Harry Belafonte, Bill Cosby and Sidney
Pottier.
--Few musicals or spectacles: Musicals and spectacles are expensive to pro -
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Moody Burrell trio performs
"Do you have any sexy
ights?" was the opening
Feminent by Kenny Burrell,
Famed jazz guitarist at the
Wednesday
Effort
Joint
Fight.
The light crew proceeded to turn down the lights
to a dusky red as Burrell
introduced pianist Richard
bassist Reggie
Wyands,
Johnson, and drummer Lenny
McBrowne.
Again a large crowd turned out for a pleasant night of
jazz. A medium -fast blues,
Straight Note Chaser," was
the first tune played. The
Santana
Wilson Pickett
Ike & Tina Turner

Shown at 705 & 1020

Peter Fonda

"The !a Ea
NICKELODEON
8 45 N.gntly

LINCOLN & CEDAR VS.
A26-7500
SANTA CRUZ

SARATOGA THEATRE
3rd 8 Big Basin Way
867-3026
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3020

’DIRT \ HARR
"OMEGA MAN"
73

In
"SUMMEROF ’42’
"DIARY OF A
MAD HOUSEWIFE"

played Burrell’s unique style
featuring a melancholy run in
"Bless the Child." "Amazing!" was a gesture from
the audience.
Many jazz groups have
their own comedian and
drummer McBrowne doesn’t
fight the trend. He commandeered a knit hat from
one of the photographers. He
then told how to spell his
name and the history behind
it: "McBrowne is an original family name invented by
an Afro-American!"
"What’s more, I look up
in the phone books all over
the country and whenever I
find a McBrowne, it’s always a relative!"

Steinem creates
bouncing edition

511ULJOUL

2600 Et Camino SANTA Cis

crowd enjoyed Burrell and
especially tuned in to the
arrangements of the songs.
Solos were well -placed as
Johnson did sortie excellent
bass runs.
God
Burrell’s latest.
Bless the Child (CTI) contains some of the riffs played. The present group has
been together for three
years, according to Richard
Wyands.
Wyands noted that it’s
pretty hard to go farther into jazz as Miles Davis is
"Groups like
attempting.
Davis would be appreciated
more at a concert hall than at
a night club."
A medley of "People" and
"God Bless the Child" dis-

Sr

BY LORA FINNEGAN
Special Feature Writer
Gloria Steinem has a new
baby. Last month the outspoken proponent of Women’s
produced a
Liberation
healthy, bouncing addition
to the magazine family named "Ms."
The professional Steinem
touch pervades the initial
double issue priced at $1.50;
it is indeed her baby as she
holds the top editorial spot.
As with any offspring, however, help was provided on
the production end.
It seems that "Ms.,"
which the editors explain is
the proper form of address
rather than Miss of Mrs. for
the liberated woman, is run
almost exclusively by women.
The publisher is Elizabeth Harris, 49, a former
vice-president of CRM Inc.
which publishes Psychology
Today, and Intellectual Digest. The six editors who
assist the young (37) editor
Steinem on the monthly publication are all females of
note in the magazine field.
Prior to its debut, Ms.
Steinem stated that the magazine would be directed to
"the liberated female" and
would tell "not how to make
jelly but how to seize control
of your life."
A brief look at some of
the offerings of "Ms." reveals a few concrete suggestions as to how one can
seize control of her life.
"How to Write Your Own
Marriage Contract" by Susan
Edmiston, provides a deft native, answer for future
brides who want to love and
honor but not necessarily
obey.
The "New Magazine For
Women," as its slogan states,
has many high spots to recommend it. The last major work of Sylvia Plath, the

highly -regarded, if unstable,
author of "The Bell Jar"
who committed suicide recently at the age of 30, is
included.
Steinem’s own essay on
"Sisterhood" is a meaningful evaluation of her view of
the
women’s
liberation
movement, although lacking
in her usual flare.
"Ms." fills avoid that,
up to five years ago, most
women didn’t even know existed. So far, it is one of
the most promising of the
new women’s publications.
Perhaps future issues will
fulfill that promise.
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Viet actors

New trends

duce and the companies don’t
have the money to risk on
more potential failures.
--Plenty of action -adventure flicks. These will be
answers to "Diamonds are
Forever" and "The French
Connection" and probably no
where near as good.
--More no -name casts.
"Summer of 42" and "The
Last Picture Show" featured
unknown actors fortunate enough to pick good movies
with talented directors. Major studios are going to give
more no -names a chance in
’72.
So there you have it, the
next big trends in films.
Probably, 1972 will be like
any other year, with its share
of good films and a larger
share of turkeys. The good
films will probably not rely

1940 "IENKY FONDA
P1.1
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1939
SPENCER TRACY
JOHN GARFIELD
HEDY LAMARR
TRIBUTE TO JOHN
STEINBECK’S FILMS
CINEMA BURBANK
mOORPARK hi BASCOM
29S 2731’ ’

on any trend or formula
Rather, they will be the ones
from which trends are, next
year, derived.
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Grassroots initiative started

COLVtIOA

PRESENTS
The Biggest & Best

Spaghetti Feed
In Town
All You Can Eat
Tuesday buy one dinner for $1.00
and get the next one at 12 price
with this coupon
Spaghetti Garlic Bread and Salad
100 First St. San Jose 293-9316

INTRODUCTORY
SPECIALS:
Free, Complimentary
DRINK With DINNERS

TODAY
DR. THOMAS TUTKO will discuss
the psychology of athletes. 8 p m
Community Room of Great Western
Bank. III N Market St
WEDNESDAY
BOB TODD, of F reeman’ s Sport Center
will deliver a slide illustrated lecture
on climbing for the Geology Get
Together, 1230. Duncan Hall 318
Open to the public

MAR 5, 1972

ON ALL

PIZZAS

I MEETINGS

COUPON GOOD:

MON RIES MOO THURS SUN 11 AM 12 A M
FRI LSAT 11AM 2AM

A FEW EXAMPLES:
Pim al Your Chou Reg, Pr es VIII Cows
IIa
1243

Soochow University in
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of
China, is offering an eight week summer session to U.S.
students.

ISPEAKERS]

COUPON GOOD
THIlu

11-ind size
sLze
15inch size

Summer session
tics, philosophy and comparative religion.
For applications and further information, interested
students can write to the U.S.
Coordinator, Marcia Harms,
Box 133, 303 Westwood
Plaza, Los Angeles, Calif.
90024.

I Sparta Guide

MI ’BOOT

stsj

$1.25

t ITALIAN RESTAUPANT
2663 EL CAMINO -SANTA CLARA
Across from Cinema 150- 2474161

ANOT VALID ON ORDERS PLACED TO

TUESDAY
SJS WOMEN’S LIBERATION, 730
pm Women’s Center, Bldg Z, 9th
Formation of new
and San Carlos
consciousness -raising groups
BIO-PHOTO CLUB, 1 30 pm. SC1
258
Professor Heath will discuss
16 mm film editing
5 pm, CU
SPEARS,
SPARTAN
Pacheco Room
WEDNESDAY
ANGEL FLIGHT, rush begins, 7 p
4th floor of Mac Quay,. Hall An
ire skating trip will follow the meeting
Call 2436896 for more information

DANCES
GO

No experience is necessary for the one unit
class, English 196, but staff
members must be willing to
work. Signups will be held
in the Physical Education
and Recreation room 109,

TOMORROW
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB features
"Sand" and the "lntrigrues," 9 p.m.,
CU Balirh«rn

fILDNE,LAv
Wcrnen a sry(i.
CO REC. 7 IA p"
"Hootenanny 72’ dance with live band
and refreshments Also, swimming,
volleyball, badminton, basketball, and
ping-pong

MISC
TODAY
VISTA and PEACE CORPS, Last Day
on campus, bookstore entrance to
College Union, 9-3 p.m
SKI CLUB sign-ups for Feb 25.27
Heavenly Valley trip are being taken
in Student Affairs Business Office
until Feb 22, 5 p m
COLLEGE UNION GAMES TOURNAMENT, SJS competes ageinst 26 Calif
ornia schools today and tomorrow
Tennis will be in CU Ballroom, billiard, in the games area, chess in
the CU Almaden Room, and bridge
in the CU Costanoan Room
TOWER OF POWER, 8 pm , Men’s
Gym
Tickets $350 general, $2 50
students. are available in the AS
Business Office, Also, Commander
Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen
FRIDAY
FLICKS "THE GRASSHOPPER’. Starring Jim Brown and
Jackie Bisset 7 & 10 p.m , Morris
Dailey Admission 501
JONAH’S WAIL, 9 pm - 1 am,
303 5 10th St Friday Folk music,
Janie Jones, Morley Hughes. Greg
Saturday
Folk music,
Gotherd
Stefan, Scott Keogh and friends
SUNDAY
WHITE GHETTO, a 12 -woman street
theatre group, will perform scenes
about women’s liberation. 7 30 p m ,
CU Ballroom
MONDAY
ICSU will sponsor a 750 lunch, volleyball. soccer, and pingpong, 10th and
San Fernando Street intercultural
Center. noon

$149..dtr.,
Hawaii
New York $159.....
Chicago $122
$153
Wash.D.C.
More than 50 summer departures!!
Jerry
Associated Students Travel Service
287-8240

*I3AP

round trip
round trip

SHEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 Per
Any amount Ph 293-2954
pound

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L, cli
Food Supplements (Instant Protein)
Beauty Aids1ProteinizedShampoo etc I
John Si Mary Rhoades 297-3866

LARGEST SELECTION of current.
used merbacks, records’ and books.
1./2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top prices paid- -cash, or
trade Lots of fiction, supplemental.,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK
286-6275 186S. 2nd St

COULDN’T GET A CERAMICS CLASS?
The Potters’ Place offers you a ceramic course now Only $35 76 E
San Fernando 2 blocks from school
286- 3813
GIRLS you can earn beautiful lingerie
or wigs f roe just by getting your friends
I do the rest Call Sharon
together
PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears King -Queen $24. Dbl
$22, Twin $111, Safety Liners 52.
Frames $10 plus 10 Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N R 0 policy 294-1455
REVIVE YOUR BODY
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Basic
Eufraxi School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
246.6675 if no answer 297-2991
PHOTOGRAPHERS ATTENTION, Nude
models available for amateur & pro tensional photographers 328-7071
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at St 00 doe (no kiddrngL
Long stem roses at $3 50 5 $4.50 doe
lin florists box for additional 650
Delves 651 bunch. Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch.’’ -Daffodils, Tulips, Iris.
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it- --we’ve got it’, Whether you buy one
flower or dozen you will receive the
same "fuss Si ribbons" Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
so much torso little money TRY US-YOU’LL LIKE USH We also have a
large selection of potted plants. terrariums, dish gardens and dry arEverything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ ftir the hospital" ar
rangements at SI 955 $2 50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4819 at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park I
WANT TO BECOME INVOLVED in an
interesting end worthwhile project? The
..141C1. Douglas School for emotionally
handicapped adolescents desperately
needs volunteers to work on a one-toone basis at 619 N 1st St San Jose
Interested, Call the school from 9-3
1257-83851 or in the evenings call volun
leer coordinator 1293-88581 One unit
credit may be earned through Operation SHARE by contacting theSHARE
off ice

AUTOMOTIVE
HONDA 305.
287-8155

Good condition

$225

’71 TOYOTA COROLLA COUPE -1600
cc Mint coed Many extras. 10,000
miles
Still under factory warranty
574-4464 eves
11 Cadillac Power everything
289-9710. $350 or best offer

Call

Completely recond
’86 MUSTANG.
Hi’ performance289, exc gas mileage,
58,000 mi must sac WOO 3563031

FINE CLASSICAL GUI TARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS. L
Sunnyvale 783-2671
WATER BEDS
San Jose’s oldest
water bed store. Yin Yang Water
Bed Co
invites you to compare
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter, orange and white Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc Only
$5
Visit one of our stores at 400
Park Ave
i8 blocks west of SJS)
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
let Winchester) Ph 378-1040
Duality Built -Heavy Duty Potter’s
Wheel $150 Stand-up 2 speed. Electric A Complete- Clean operatingunit.
Call 251-1091 After 5 p m

HELP WANTED
DIRECT SALES OR MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY. Work for yourself
(or us). Part time or full time 51003800 per mo to start Call 688-6629
aft 7 p m.
YOU WANT US’
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
464 South 5th 02 2117-311116
John II Mary Rhoades

GIRLS: 2 bdrrn turn apt 5150 451
So. 10th St; 1/2 blk. SJS. 11 arn-2 pm
Olt -in kitchen
147 UNITS 4 Swimming Pools GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS Neat Clean -Quiet. Studio Apts.-sep. dressing rm.
SOMETHING SPECIAL Dbl. Studio convertible to 2 bdrms; 2
dressing ems, 2 baths, kit and dining
Well’
rm; accomodate’ 4 adults.
lighted
ad parking; night security patrol; close to bus -line, shipping,
SJS; $105. and up. 1319 Sunny Court.
5.1; 297-1200

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share really
nice 3 bdrm house on 5 14th St by
Williams St Park Goodneighborhood
Friendly people
Call us anytime
289-9850
I BEDROOM DUPLEX Partly furnished, $125 per month 540 5 9th St.
Call 289-8343
1 BORM. APT. -S110- Includes util.
2 blocks from campus. S. 10th. Small
Nice for couple. PH. 275 -8145 -week days
TO FACULTY MEMBERS
PRIVATE OFFICES ARE availablefor
your off -cornpus requirements Just
one block off campus to 6th & Santa
Clara Rennovated, period decor in
$70
San Jose’s oldest hi -rise
293- 1719
FEMALE
IMMEDIATELY
NEED
ROOMMATE to share 2 dbrrn apt with
3 others 1/2 bib from campus. Furn.
543.75/mo 297-2737
CHRISTIAN GIRL needed to share duplex with 1 others. Close to campus
Call 287-0282 $66/mo.
145 Share 2 bdrm modern turn apt 2
blk. from SJSC Own room, pool, garage Phone 298-1333 anytime

THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King -Queen complete meter beds 546 00, Double $44, Twin $33
Frames $106 up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guaraniee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furn
iture, pillows, tapestries
Mellow
sales people and right on prices 35
S 4th 287 7030

limes
4 lines
5 lines
o lines

Too days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2
2
3
3

.50
For additional information
please call 287 9566
before 5 00 PM

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for an
lists, photographers, atudents, groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends, 275-6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 ’Amanuensis, anyone,/
YOUR PAPER READ -EDITED for
modest fee Experienced. Call Joe,
269-9022
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced typist IBM Selectric -pic
Can odd.
4 miles from WS Mrs Aslanian Call
198-4104

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN --11110
CALL:
451-7105
4244 OVERLAND, DEPT. B.
CULVER CITY, CA.. 00230

AVAILABLE Mar. 2 Furn 2-bdrm.
townhouse apt 1-1/2 bath.1/2blk from
SJS Girls call 294-7788 or 258-3277
evenings.

$100
a weekend isn’t bad, Heavy
sales/management
Lawn aerating
Green Thumb Inc 294-4010

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needad to
share townhouse apt 446S 11th St. 02
or 286-61154. $63.33/month.

GOING TO EUROPE? Bicycle across
Italy. For details write Paola. 2160
2 Patterson Dr , Eugene. Or 97405

SALES MANAGER WANTED. Janitorial service needs forceful salesman on commission basis Call 2$71748 for info

WANTED, One or two female roommates Two bedroom apt S50 month.
1/2 blk from campus Call 293-4883

COUPLES WANTED for part time job
with full time pay. Sales by Agit. Call
Mr Crow 226-4858.
GUYS& GIRLS coupon sales crew. Cash
paid daily, long hair ok. Work any day
you want. Crew meets M -F 3prn., Set.
6 Sun. 10 ern. at Spartan Hoisse,Ith and
San Carlos. S.J. BE THERE
EARN AT HOME ADDRESSING ENself’
Rush stamped,
VELOPES.
addressed envelope plus 251 for way
you can get started for $1. Kenny,
Unit 3, 5521 Spinnaker, San Jose, Calif.
95123

2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE 2 bdrm
apt vr/2 male students 2 blks from
campus $45 mo Steve or (daft 6
294-5847
Quiet Room for rent. $35 per month.
Cali
male only, 260 So 13th Si
294-8507

PERSONALS
"Doris O’Neil please
McDonough A P 0 96401"

write

Bill Bennet Please call RonBeltramo
at the Holodey Inn 287 5340

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New Yori,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
Your TWA
to Hawaii or the Orient
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW’ Save
1 3 w ith TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
lake up to 20 months to pay with
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD, Cll Bruce
at
287-8668
or
379-21155 for
information
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA S wks $360
inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel lages 18.301
Also Europe, Africa
Experienced
Write Whole Earth Expeditions Ltd
US Agents for Transit Travel Lid
Elm 1447 K C
54141

JOBS-TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
354-6186
oh $2 to $3 plus pr/hr
POSITION AVAILABLE -"High Pay, No
Investment, No Sales" Submit Resume
by Feb. 17, 1972. Mr John Remsbecker, c/o Mr Richard Bettger, 782
Woodsi.f. East 012 Sarrarrinnto Calif

SELL IT

HOUSING

WITH A

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses 3 & 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts II Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borislii Realty, 295 No 1056
Call 297-2410

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD

MARRIED STUDENTS
Large 1 or 2 bdrm opts in quiet cam plea at/pool . 1/2 block to 5.15 in/se
carpets. Built in kit. from $125 466
S 5th 01 286-0144.

277-3171

GIRLS ONL YI New rooms *RAS itchen
priv. From $60 99 So. 956 end 278
$ 10th
Across campus Parking
Phone -285-8528 or 295-8514

days

Re refunds on cancel-ed ada Print you, ad here
for days

fins days

00
50
00
50

2.25
2 75
3 25
1.75

2.40
2.90
1 40
3 PO

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

SO

.50

.50

.50
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SERVICES

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES.
Start immed $1.75hr Apply inperson
91) S 1st San Jose Part or full time.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share 3bdrin
house $75 my Willow Glen You’ll
like it’
Susan or Roger 265-5671

(Count approximately
One day

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupations,
$703 to $3,000 monthly
Expenses
paid, overtime, sightseeing Free information
Write, Jobs Overseas.
Dept IIC Box 15071, San Diego, CA
92115

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, irmaoarlfiloe
student campini tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ’SCA
11687 San Vicente Bled. 04 LA Calif
90049 TEL: 12131 826-5669 12131 826’3955 or call campus rep: Stevii CosI
1415) 845-7131 hours 4-7 pin

DANCERS TOPLESS. Wanted for full
or part time Amateur every Wed
$15 for all part
525 for winner
1780 MTN. VIEW-ALVISO RO.SUNNY VAL E. 734-14541

CLASSIFIED RATES
s

LIT MAJORS What cr.trc discussed
Fitzgerald’s debt in "Tender Is The
Night" to Keats’ -Isabella" 7 Where,
Reward 510 253-5096

PRIVATE ROOM IN ROOMING HOUSE
with kitchen privileges. 22 S 1156
From S55
Call Mar
293-9144.

FOR SALE

We guarantee you more 14rispective Buyers in one afternoon than you’d see in,
month of newspaper advertising
ECONOMICAL .
Small $8 00 fee per car MVPrs the entire cost until the vehicle is
sold. Las than the cost of, one week newspaper ad in most cases Eliminate the middleman’s commission
you deal direct with private buyers The admission fee will
entitle each seller to a professional market appraise! However you set the price Some
vehicles sell in 20 minutes, others take a little longer We prefer reservations in order
to Serve you better, although a reservation is not absolutely necessary

;MERICA TS LEADING IMPORTED CAR PARTS SUPPLIE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

New Service for Used (or BUYERS. FREE ADMISSION.

New Service for Used Car SELLERS.

,

CCLA221E111.0

’511 Ford Good Condition Almost new
interior and tires
Asking $175 or
offer Kevin 297 6870

CONVENIENT
All vehicles every make model, and price range are shown in one
location We guarantee you’ll see more used vehicles in one afternoon than you could
cover in a month of checking want ads No middle man involved
You deal direct
with private sellers
FAIR
Each car has been appraised for it’s fair market value by an impartial. pro
fessional appraiser

To P.’17$1F.

Teo-a,

bra bawl on pro raia war..
f A ii cn ttttt fl,ant
oat and ferrying charges 4. I OCM. OcCulaancv All .....
.,iaii.,aiia.and chio rrrrrr ra.a.wham 000..1. any adrn,n
strat, vie to. o, Se 00 oar OarlOn All pricin are ...OW to an inc....,
lac 00000 vevanding on Om actual nvfntrar or ....NOM On each indiv4Oval

’14 FALCON 4 dr sedan $500 Call
288-0613, David Aft 6 p

EVERY WEEKEND SATURDAY and SUNDAY 9 00 AM to 4 00 PM
At the CAPITOL DRIVE IN - Capitol Expressway & Monterey Road

LOCATIONS EVERYWHER

33 E. San Fernando, 2nd Flr.
San Jose, Ca 95112

511 VW recent overhaul of engine,
brakes, clutch A bargain. 5400 Call
263 4784 Wkdys after 5 Wkends
anytime

A MEETING PLACE FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES TO BUY AND SELL USED VEHICLES.

2 p iii Monday or in I216 anytime. Class meet
ings are scheduled by arrangement.
Reed is now accepting
manuscripts for the spring
issue. Poetry and fictional
short stories are needed along with student photography and other similar
forms of art. Work may be
turned in to Faculty Offices
Room 102

Foreign
Auto Parts

trip

If CMI gets support from prosecuting marijuana laws
college students throughout could be better used in hanthe state, they will proceed dling crimes of violence,
to educate the public in hope coercion and deceit.
They also believe that on
of additional support for their
the humanistic leve, the torcause.
Three major themes the ments an apprehended user
campaign will stress are: the must go through are unwarlack of any evidence that ranted. They contend that,
marijuana use poses a ser- "The experience --whether
ious enough threat to anyone or not it results in a jail
disto be criminally punished, sentence -- seriously
the tremendous costs of rupts career, education, facriminalizing use, and the mily, friendships, and life
value in personal freedom. in general."
Personal freedom is a
With these themes in
mind, CMI believes they must central point in the initiaerase relationships between tive. CMI points out that
marijuana use and violence, "In a free society the crimimental illness, sexual de- nal process should be used
pravity, drug addiction and sparingly and only when nemotivational degeneracy. cessary to control conduct
They aren’t however, saying which threatens the rights of
marijuana is harmless. They its citizens or the rights of
do maintain that it has not the public in general."
Those who wish additional
been shown to be any more
harmful than such household information or would like to
drugs as tobacco, alcohol and volunteer for the campaign
coffee when taken in com- should contact Jim Smith or
Dan Holden, 1273 W. Washparable doses.
The CMI has also argued ington, Sunnyvale, Calif.,
for
964-7886.
that costs to taxpayers

Courses to be offered include Chinese art history,
culture, language, linguis-

LOON POO 1141
SIGN Of

in with the new, uut with (Alice. This Was the main
the old. That’s what hap- reason for the separation."
A.S. Pres, Mike Buck said
pened to the management of
the A.S. Business Affairs he was "pleased" with the
split.
Office.
The office is now under
the control of the AS., not
"The Business Affairs
Spartan Shops Inc., as it Office can work more effechad been in the past.
tively with the A.S. now,"
George Watt, Manager of added Buck. "It was diffithe Business Affairs Office, cult for Spartan Shops Inc.,
said "The A.S. has the in- to wear two hats at the same
tegrity of managing its own time."

Several positions
are
open to those students interested in art and literature on Reed Magazine, SJS
literary publication.

EASTER&SU MM ER

Legalize pot?
SJS students now have a
The intent of the initiafighting chance to turn tive is to legalize maridreams of marijuana legali- juana for personal use; not
zation into concrete legisla- for sale. According to the
tion. Representatives of the initiative, it is "...intended to
California Marijuana Initia- remove all criminal penaltive (CMI) have an informa- ties and civil liabilities from
tion desk in the College Union personal use of marijuana
with the purpose of getting in all of its aspects from
students to circulate the ini- planting to consumption."
tiative petitions.
A rally is set for TuesJim Smith and Dan day, Feb. 22 in the Loma
Holden, Santa Clara County Prieta Room in hopes of
for
the informing students of the inirepresentatives
statewide organization, sta- tiative and recruiting petited that the petition must tioners. CMI San Francisco
receive 330,000 signatures and California leaders will
by June to be placed on the be present along with other
November state election speakers Including drug experts.
ballot.

Office under Reed seeks staff
A.S. control
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